ATHEIST RAP
Überlauf
Atheist Rap is one of those bands that wear ethos 'legendary' on
their sleeve for many reasons. Formed in Novi Sad, Serbia in
1989 they soon became an acclaimed regional forebearers of
punk rock genre with a strong melodic approach. Bigger audience
response and popularity with relevant media acceptance came
with the debut album titled Maori i crni Gonzales which came out
in 1993. With this release, they reached out to more fans
previously unfamiliar with their work. Atheist Rap has been
recognized from the start as a band with direct exposure to
delicate themes in their songs. Especially through the prism of
sarcastic humor and critical opinion for all forms of authority.
Their sixth studio full-length Überlauf is an excellent example of
the bands' aesthetic. It contains 12 very engaged songs packed in
a fresh, sharp and tight production. This is a punk rock voyage
filled with strong melodies by which Atheist Rap is widely known
for. Various themes and an array of everyday issues of ordinary
people has been represented in every pore of Überlauf. Fiercely
they point fingers towards wrongdoing actions of political
structures. They judge conscious stigmatizing of homosexual
activities within the religious organizations or deal with primitivism
on all levels possible. Songs perfectly flow from one into another,
making the album even more enjoyable with every next listening.
Atheist Rap uses the influence of the California punk sound just
enough to make their own signature more recognizable. Full
specter has been enriched by an influx of the recent genre-like
world colleagues. That's pretty much understandable if you take
the fact they've shared the stages with the greats such as NOFX,
Buzzcocks, Green Day, The Exploited or Bad Religion. With 25+
years into their career, they've put all the best elements and
successfully marked it as another full-length proof of consistent
quality.
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